01 Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
   02001 – Research Immersion, DTU Compute

10 Department of Physics
   10730 – Research Immersion BSc (June) – Department of Physics
   10731 – Research Immersion BSc (July) – Department of Physics
   10732 – Research Immersion BSc (August) – Department of Physics

26 Department of Chemistry
   26701 – Research Immersion, DTU Chemistry, July
   26702 – Research Immersion, DTU Chemistry, August

27 DTU Bioengineering
   27106 – Research Immersion, Life Science

28 Department of Chemical Engineering
   28891 – Research Immersion, DTU Chemical Engineering, July
   28892 – Research Immersion, DTU Chemical Engineering, August

31 Department of Electrical Engineering
   31930 – Research Immersion, DTU Elektro, July
   31931 - Research Immersion, DTU Elektro, August
   31932 - Research Immersion, DTU Elektro, July
   31933 - Research Immersion, DTU Elektro, August

34 Department of Photonics Engineering
   34801 – Research Immersion in Telecommunication 1
   34802 – Research Immersion in Telecommunication 2
   34803 – Research Immersion in Telecommunication 3
   34804 – Research Immersion in Telecommunication 4
   34901 – Research Immersion in Photonics 1
   34902 – Research Immersion in Photonics 2
   34903 – Research Immersion in Photonics 3
   34904 – Research Immersion in Photonics 4

36 DTU Bioinformatics
   36107 – Research Immersion, Life Science

41 Department of Mechanical Engineering
   41888 – Research Immersion, DTU Mechanical Engineering

46 DTU Wind Energy
   46800 – Research Immersion – DTU Windenergy

47 DTU Energy
   47321 – Research Immersion – Department of Energy Conversion & Storage
   47322 – Research Immersion – Department of Energy Conversion & Storage
   47421 – Research Immersion – Department of Energy Conversion & Storage
   47422 – Research Immersion – Department of Energy Conversion & Storage